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Chairman’s Chat
Now that BIAFF is over and we have enjoyed
seeing so many films in Harrogate I must thank
the NERIAC Council members for all the hard
work that they have done during the last year. I
had not realised just how many things had to
be done to put on a successful weekend. So,
many thanks to them and all the other people
who took on jobs connected with lighting,
projecting, sound, raffle ticket sellers, blacking
out, tour guiding and especially the NERIAC
desk, perhaps ‘not open all hours’ but for quite a few during the weekend.
The BIAFF weekend is a wonderful time to meet people from other regions
and catch up on friendships.
This would be a good time to mention the Scarborough Autumn Festival in
October and the Chairman’s Challenge which this year has the subject of
WATER. We had so much during the past winter, water flowing
everywhere. If you missed that chance to make a floodwater film then with
the warmer weather, hopefully coming this summer, you have another
chance - although I hope that there are not more floods. The film should
have been made in the last 12 months and is a club entry.
This has been a strange year weather-wise – when I was teaching, Spring
never came as early as I expected it to be, but this year has been different.
Leaves breaking out in early March and very little snow in the winter
months here in Sheffield - and that is unusual.
I am sure that with the longer days and better weather there can be no
excuse for not getting out and making that film which will be a winner in the
NERIAC Autumn Festival. You can choose the subject, but entries need to
be in by the 15th August. (Entry forms can be down loaded from the
NERIAC website and on page 9)
Summer is the time of year when I am away collecting more raw footage,
it’s a pity that time prevents me making that fabulous film – I’m sure all of
you can do better than me. Have a good summer of film making.
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WHAT's IT ALL ABOUT?
Having just read through the last Nor'Easter (well done Ivor!) I
feel a severe attack of 'dejavu' coming on!.
Way back in the 1960/70's there was always a cine 'war' in
progress! - it was termed 'the gauge war' and it was usually
between 16mm and Std 8mm film, 9.5mm sat in the wings
awaiting a chance to annihilate the victor! - while Super 8mm
was still only a glint in Kodak's eye!. Pro's and con's were
fought out vigorously through the pages of the, then, current
cine magazines. The 'weapons' used were a mixture of
Resolution, Portability, Clockwork running times, Splices,
Sound quality, and, most importantly, Running costs. This
carried on for many years and, of course, there was no real
winner in the end, it was the entertainment factor that really
mattered!. If it was a winner no one got really emotional
about the gauge it was shot on!.
So, as I said earlier, here we are again - I now read in
Nor'Easter about 'The Way Forward' (with 4K) and the
pending 'threat' of 8K!. The current talk is of codec's',
AVCHD, HD, H264, MPEG4 - MPEG3 etc. and in my
experience, a lot of this is a bit of a mystery to the average
amateur film maker.
A sobering thought is that an
appropriately specified PC can sort out most of these
'mysteries' for you without you even knowing it!. But, at the
end of the day I ask myself, does any of this really matter - all
current amateur video cameras have an 'auto' button, if
you've recently
upgraded you probably have an 'intelligent
auto' button and all of that usually ensures that the resulting
'look' of your film in 16:9 is very acceptable indeed
irrespective of which currently available format you are
working in.
You are then free to concentrate on what is happening and
how it looks in the viewfinder, and that is the important bit!.
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Good picture quality is now almost guaranteed whether it be
HD or not - gone are the 'film' days when you received 'bonus
points' in a competition for a well photographically exposed
production!. What I am trying to say is that all relatively modern
video cameras will produce excellent picture quality - so, do
we, as amateurs, need AVCHD - 4K - 8K or any other 'K'? - or
is it just the manufacturers who want us to believe we can't live
without it!.
It brought it right home to me in a comment from Michael
Gough, also in the last edition of Nor'Easter - he was telling us
that he recently judged a competition on his computer - that's
fine, it's the way many things are done these days, but it leads
me to wonder just how important your original shooting format
really is!. Call me 'old fashioned' if you like but I think size
DOES matter - when I watch a film I like to see it up there on a
big screen shown by a modern decent output projector with
bags of impact and great stereo sound!.
Thinking back over the years I must have used just about
every format that was available at the time! (as my bank
account will confirm!) - 16mm - Std 8mm - Super 8mm - VHS S/VHS - S/VHS'C' - Video 8 - Video Hi 8 - Mini DV tape - and
now SD cards (so small you can't write on them!) The quality
that is literally at your fingertips nowadays from relatively basic
camera gear is absolutely fantastic, add to that the flexibility of
non-linear editing and the world is your oyster!.
As we all know the current trend in some competitions is to
also request an SD copy of your 'super HD' film - this is for the
judges!. I'm sure it looks just fine in SD and that's how it will
be judged so why are we tempted to shoot in a higher quality
format when SD is the only format that the judges will see and
can use to assess your entry!. As video clubs slowly decline
and more and more folk are viewing amateur material on a PC
screen or (can you believe it) a smart phone! - where is all this
leading?.
DOUG COLLENDER FACI
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>>> TIMELINE <<<

The video ramblings of Michael and Linda Gough
FADE IN TO LINDA
The IAC Judging weekend usually runs fairly smoothly. David
Newman, the Competition Manager, sometimes has a panic about 2
to 3 weeks ahead of the weekend when he is looking for the last
judge to make up the team. This year all seemed to be going
smoothly. Then one judge e-mailed me the day before the judging to
say because of family problems he wouldn’t be able to attend. As
you can imagine David was a bit shocked and asked if there was
anyone in our area who could step in. Fortunately, at the 11th hour,
and I really mean the 11th hour, it was 11pm when George Theaker
of Darlington agreed to give up his weekend to join the team.
Thanks George.
This year’s judging saw a change in technology. There were very
few tape or 4 x 3 entries. There was an increase in ‘cloud’
downloads and memory stick entries. I know nothing about the
technology needed to show the films and rely on a team of
projectionists to show whatever is given them to the judges. I am
pleased to say that our projectionists came up trumps as allways. A
big thank you to Noel Adams, Stephen Green, Rod Leyland, Keith
McNally, Ivor Rose and my Mike for keeping the show on the road.

DISSOLVE TO MICHAEL
Linda was writing about “technology”. I hate technology! It’s OK if I
can see it and understand it – like a light switch – but what about the
technology that is more obscure. I love making videos and have just
about come to terms with my camera and editing system, but what
about when my limited equipment and skills are required to present
other people’s videos, all apparently made to a far higher technical
standard than my equipment can cope with. That was the problem
that I faced when NERIAC prepared to host BIAFF 2016. It is easy
for all the forum moaners to complain that their films are not
presented adequately but finding enough volunteers with the most
up-to-date equipment to man 4 simultaneous mini cinemas is not
easy.
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So I found myself being roped in with only a 4x3 screen, an old laptop
without HDMI output, and an old standard definition projector which
had entertained the Woman’s Institute for years but would hardly
impress the widescreen HD (not yet 4K) brigade.
A good excuse to upgrade but technology is not always on our side.
My Windows 7 laptop gave up the ghost anyway so I bought Windows
8.1. I was quite pleased until I discovered that Microsoft had decided
to remove the option to play DVDs! I had sleepless nights until a
friend pointed me in the direction of VLC Video playing software to
download. Next I needed a new projector able to produce a high
definition picture. All of this made the 4x3 screen look very old
fashioned so it had to be replaced. At the end of it all I do have a
complete replacement kit but it still makes producing a BIAFF Festival
a very expensive business.

CUT TO LINDA
Recently our Club had a night of Audio-Visual sequences, many of
which had video inserts. It was a very successful evening. It showed
how close video and A/V is becoming. There was much discussion
about each sequence. We hope to repeat it next season. All are
welcome.
The idea of having this evening came after Mike and I had been to the
IAC Peter Coles A/V competition in Snowdonia last year. There were
some tremendous sequences shown. We returned again this year.
Once again we were thoroughly entertained. The friendliness shown
at the event is what you would expect at an IAC event. We are now
becoming familiar with some of the people who attend too. We were
also lucky with the weather and stopped on for an extra night so we
could walk in the area around Capel Curig where the competition is
held. A beautiful area.

FADE TO BLACK
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NERIAC Autumn Festival 2016
8th & 9th October
At the Esplanade Hotel
Belmont Road
Scarborough
YO11 2AA
Booking forms also available at: www.neriac.co.uk
Closing date for the NERIAC Autumn competition
entries: 15th August 2016

The Guest Speaker this year is: Liam Sanderson
Liam Sanderson studied Film Production at Sheffield Hallam
University before going on to work freelance as everything from a
clapper/loader to a director of photography.
For the past seven years, he's worked at Wales High School
supervising and mentoring Sixth-form Media Production students.
The school has built a reputation for producing professional quality
short films, with their work being shown at film festivals around the
world. In the past year, students from the school have won
numerous awards, including Best Film at the Boston International
Youth Film Festival, Best Film at the Adelaide Young People's Film
Festival, Best Director at the Cornwall Horror Film Festival, Best
Comedy and Best Young Filmmaker at the Screen-test National
Student Film Festival, amongst many others.

Along with working with Sixth-form students, he also inspires
younger students to get involved in filmmaking. Every year, he
makes a summer film production, shot entirely in and around Wales
High School and made entirely with the support of students working
in front and behind the camera. His film, A Fistful of Conkers won
Best British Film and Best Affiliated Club Film at the 2014 British
International Amateur Film Festival. The film went on to be
screened at numerous national and international film festivals.
During his talk, he will discuss his experiences of working with
young filmmakers and how he inspires and facilitates their creative
talents.
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Booking Form for The NERIAC Scarborough Festival
8th – 9th October 2016
Name and Address: _______________________________________________
______________________________________ Post Code: ________________
Phone: __________________________ Email: _________________________
Extra Names on this Booking: _______________________________________
Send Booking Form to: Derek Mathieson FACI

22 Pierremont Crescent, Darlington DL3 9PB
Cheques Payable to NERIAC
Include a Stamped Address envelope if a receipt is required. Bookings will be acknowledged
by email where possible.

Balance Due Before 18th September 2016
Festival Special Package: Saturday Dinner, Bed and Breakfast. Sunday Lunch, Afternoon
Tea, Tea and Coffee Breaks

IAC Members £89 Non Members £99
Special Package Booking: Number of IAC Members:___________ Cost £____________
Number of Non IAC Members: ___________ Cost £____________
Total £__________________

Sunday Day Ticket: All Sunday Shows, Lunch, Afternoon Tea, Tea and

Coffee Breaks.

IAC Members £28 Non Members £29
Number Required: IAC Member ______________ Cost £___________
Non IAC Member ______________ Cost £___________

Accommodation Required: please circle Single / Twin / Double
Special Dietary Needs ________________________________
Please Keep your own record of booking
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IAC North East Region
Video Competition Entry Form 2016
Title:
_______________________________________________________________
Run Time: _______________

DVD Standard

Fiction

or Non Fiction

Blu-ray

4 x 3 or 16 x 9 ____________
(See rules)

AVCHD

IAC Music Licence No________________

Novice Entry
A novice is defined as one who has not won any award or
certificate in a NERIAC or Open Competition
Only one Production per Disc with five seconds of black leader before the Title
and any Menu removed.
Entries not collected at the Scarborough festival cannot be returned unless
sufficient return postage is included.
Name:
_________________________________________________________________
Address:
_________________________________________________________________

________________________________ Post Code: _____________________

Phone: ______________________ Email: ______________________________
I agree to the rules of the Competition and give my permission for my entry to be
included in any show reel or public show of the competition.
I enclose a fee of £4 for IAC Members or £6 Non Members per entry.
Signed: ______________________________
All Entries to be sent by Monday 15th August 2016 to:
Derek Mathieson FACI
22 Pierremont Crescent, Darlington DL3 9PB
Tel: 01325 356140 Email: dereksc07@gmail.com
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NERIAC Annual Competition 2016 Rules
The Competition is open to residents and club members in Northumberland, Tyne &
Wear, County Durham, Cleveland, Yorkshire and Humberside for videos made without
professional assistance and not made for financial gain.
There are Two Categories: either Fiction or Non Fiction.
There will be a winner in each section, one of which will be the declared the winner
of the REGIONAL SHIELD and receive a cheque for £50
There is also an award for the best entry by a novice.
Entrance Fee IAC Members and Clubs per video = £4
Non IAC Members £6 Cheques payable to NERIAC
More than one video may be entered, subject to the rules.
If the entered disc does not have return postage, it must be collected at the event.
Entry forms may be copied from Nor’easter, or downloaded from the website:
www.neriac.co.uk
Acknowledgement of receipt will be sent by email or stamped envelope (if included).

Copyright audio and visual clearance must be made by the entrant.
IAC Music Licence Number must be quoted if commercial recordings are used.
Captions showing a win in other competitions must be removed.
Screen Time Each entry must be no longer than 30 minutes.
If High Definition Discs are submitted, they must be accompanied by a standard
definition disc, for judging purposes.
One Entry per Disc with a five second black leader before any title and music and any
menu must be removed.
Clearly state on the box and entry form the format of the movie.
All trophies entered in the previous year must be cleaned and returned to the secretary
by 1st August. Winning trophies must be collected at the event and will not be sent
by mail. Any certificate awarded, but not collected at the event will be sent by mail.
All Entries to be sent by Monday 15th August 2016 to:
Derek Mathieson FACI
22 Pierremont Crescent
Darlington DL3 9PB
Tel: 01325 356140
Email: dereksc07@gmail.com
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TWELVE WAYS TO MAKE YOUR
FILMS MORE “Cinematic”
1. BUY a camera which has a larger sensor than the average
small chip handy-camcorder, such as a DSLR or a new breed
Camcorder, many of which now have interchangeable lenses
and larger ‘chips’. The big sensor will help limit the depth of
field, increase the colour and detail. This will instantly give
your film a more cinematic appearance and your photography
gloss.
2. Change the colour ‘grade’ or ‘look’’ of your finished product.
Nearly all Feature films have a specific ‘look’ applied to the
project. This often takes the form of reducing the colour pallet.
The restriction or desaturation of colour creates a look which
is different to our day to day vision; it becomes film like partly
because it is unreal. MAGIC BULLET LOOKS by RED GIANT
is my “Colour Grading Software” It is easy to use, affordable,
and extensive if you so wish. The colour wheels in your
editing software ‘effects’ will do the trick if used judiciously.
3. Go in CLOSE, how many times have you heard that? Now
Go in even CLOSER. Switch on the camera grid lines and
place the eyes of human subjects on the three quarter marks.
Chopping off the tops of heads in the frame is now common
place in modern cinematography, but it does help to see a
head which is ‘grounded’ on a glimpse of shoulder. Very Big
or even Macro close ups add photographic punctuation to a
movie. They are all part of the building blocks of a sequence.
4. MOVE the camera. Camera movement is very involving
for the audience - even if they are unaware that the
movement is taking place. DSLR’s generally require more in
the way of stabilization than camcorders. Slow motion is a
very effective tool in creating, not only an ethereal visual
atmosphere, but also camera stability at the same time.
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The most powerful and affordable tool is the 2 foot
GLIDETRACK or SLIDER which creates lateral ‘glides’.
Subtle Camera movement creates vitality, however any
'move' or 'effect' which draws attention to itself is subtracting
from an edit rather than adding to it.
5. CUT QUICKER and ‘CUT the FAT’, the only function of a
screen shot is to serve the clip that comes next. An audience
can assimilate all that they need from a clip in moments let
alone seconds. Cutting more quickly will create Pace and start
to put your film’s unfolding content 'ahead' of the perception of
the audience.
6. Avoid camera ZOOMS in the edit. Two or three shots with
different focal lengths are generally more powerful and shorter
in the cut than one protracted ‘pull’ in or out.
7. Aspect Ratio: using 2.35: 1 Aspect ratio will instantly make
your films looks more Cinematic. Most editing software allows
you to ‘reframe’ the clips when you select the wider templates.
8. Economy......SHORT is GOOD Trust me on this - unless
your name is DAVID LEAN the chances are your film will lose
momentum if it is long. If a half-hour TV documentary can
send you to sleep think what your film will do to an audience.
CUT as quickly as you can and get to the point of the film. If
your film is called ‘The Hanging Baskets of Annecy, the
audience does not need to see DOVER

9. PHOTOGRAPHY......ADD foreground interest by
photographing through objects - this will create depth in the
frame. Use different focal lengths, a lens of 50mm is the
length at which the human eye perceives vision and
perspective, therefore almost all other Focal Lengths are
unnatural to our ‘normal’ perspective and thus they add
energy.
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10. LIGHT your subject to make it ‘pop’...LIGHT ADDS
VIBRANCY ... be aware of ‘dead’ foreground and ‘lifeless’
backgrounds. They too need a little additional light...if only a
halogen desk lamp. I often use a small chain of warm LED
battery operated lights which cost £4 form ‘NEXT’.... I keep
them in the Cam bag. Place them in front of the lens or in
Backgrounds to add dynamic integrity to the frame. Do not be
frightened to film ‘into’ the light...or against the lights. Try to
create both ‘light and shadow’.
Dappling shadow is very
effective and is often only a question of arranging some
perforated mdf or foliage in front of a spot light.
11. AUDIO - Audio is 50% of film making...the subtler the
audio affects you apply to your project the better and more
real it will become.... when you do it well the audience will
never know it!
12 EDIT - These days when you have finished filming the fun
is just beginning. The edit will simply MAKE or BREAK your
film. Take your time, review your work back every day, if in
doubt about a shot - then CUT IT OUT - as your film becomes
‘tighter’ the more it will engage the audience.
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TECHIE NEWS
First there was DVD, then there was BLU-RAY, but now there
is ULTRA HD BLU-RAY
Take a look at the new player from Panasonic.
http://www.panasonic.com/uk/consumer/home-entertainment/
blu-ray-and-dvd/dmp-ub900eb.
AUDIO SYNC
In the past it was difficult to sync audio to video without a
great deal of time and effort...But no more – Red Giant’s
Plural eyes will sync any audio and picture on a time line
automatically – for a free trial to download visit:https://www.redgiant.com/products/pluraleyes/
SAMSUNG SSD HARD DRIVES
The new Samsung 850 EVO SSD hard drives are proving a
big hit with computer buffs. 45 seconds to boot up
Windows 10.... They are available in a range of sizes from
120GB through to 2TB, and portable versions available also.
For best deals visit the usual on line retailers.
For further information visit www.samsung.com
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SOLUTIONS FOR WIND:
Micromuff has developed a series of new windjammers for
consumer camcorders, and DSLR cameras, tie clip lavalier
microphones, and portable audio recorders such as the Zoom
H4N, and Olympus digital recorders
A video demonstration of an extreme wind test can be viewed
at: www.micromuff.com
Sony & Panasonic launch new 4k Camcorders

Clearly Sony & Panasonic think there is still room in the video
market for more new products capable of shooting full 4k
images – While the Sony has an electronic viewfinder, the
Panasonic only has a 3 inch led screen. The new stabilisation
system on the Sony Camcorder is said to be very impressive,
using a gimbal type stabilisation. Check out the new arrivals at
www.sony.com

and

www.panasonic.com

Sony FDR-AX53

Panasonic VX980
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NERIAC Contacts
Chairman:
Fran Haydon: email: fmhaydon57@blueyonder.co.uk
Secretary:
Derek Mathieson FACI 22 Pierremont Crescent, Darlington
DL3 9PB
Tel: 01325 356140 email: dereksc07@gmail.com
Treasurer:
Ray Henderson FACI 25 The Crescent, Benton, Newcastle
upon Tyne. NE7 7ST
Tel: 0191 270 1005 email: ray@coopuk.com
Council Members:
Audrey Cutts
Linda Gough FACI
Michael Gough FACI
Trevor Spencer FACI
David Whitworth FACI(M)
Nor’Easter Editor:
Ivor Rose FACI 22 Pierremont Crescent, Darlington DL3 9PB
Tel: 01325 356140 email: ivorrose@gmail.com
Welcome to New Members:
John Harbron, Shrivatas Desai,
James McCormick. Donald McQuade
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